
Qubo Dashcam Pro 3K



A smart camera for your car to record events
on the road in 3K resolution.
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In Box Items:

1.  Dashcam Pro 3K with double sided
    adhesive tape.
2. Rear camera with double sided 
    adhesive tape.
3. 3.5m USB cable for front camera.
4. 7m Micro USB cable for rear camera.
5. A car charger.
6. Additional double sided adhesive tapes.
7. Installation pry tool.
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Note: It's recommended to install the Dashcam first and then 
mount it on the windshield for your convenience.
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Ensure the windshield area for Dashcam installation is clean. 

Peel o� the protective film from the double-sided adhesive
and a�x it on the windshield, ensuring an unobstructed
driver's view and a proper front orientation. 

Use the installation tool/pry tool, to attach the USB cable
to the Dashcam. Tuck the cable neatly by lifting the 
windshield/molding. 

Connect the Dashcam to the power adaptor and plug it into
the car's 12v charger socket. 

Insert a class 10 or above SD card into the dashcam's SD card
slot for proper functionality.

Turn on the car ignition and confirm the Dashcam's readiness
by checking for a red LED indication. Once ready, follow the 
app setup instructions after downloading it. 



Download the Qubo Pro App and log
in if you're already a registered user.
If not, sign up for an account. 

Step 3.

Open the app and select Dashcam Pro 
3K from the list of available devices. 
The app will initiate an automatic search 
for accessible Wi-Fi hotspots. Choose 
the desired Dashcam, and it will connect 
automatically. If necessary, provide the 
required details as follows.

Search for Qubo Pro on either the
Google Play Store or the App Store
or simply scan the QR Card below.

Kindly do so for your device's security.









Note
1. When accessing live streaming through the app on a device equipped 
with a rear camera, the ongoing live recording will temporarily pause to 
accommodate the live viewing session.

2. If the customer is engaged in activities such as viewing recorded 
content or downloading SD card data, the live recording will be 
momentarily halted during the duration of these actions.





Situation LED Behaviour

Red and Green.Only two LED's are present.

When Power suply is given at first Red LED will show on
dashcam later stable Green LED for few seconds,
2 times green LED will blink later continuously Red
Led will Blink until device got commissioned.

Device is ready for set-up.

Commissioning without SD Card Audio Cue will play later Red LED will  blink continuously.

Commissioning with SD Card Audio Cue will play later Stable Green LED will be showing on
dashcam .

In parking mode. Green LED will blink Continuously.

For Jolt. Red LED will Blink for 5 seconds later stable green LED
will be showing on dashcam.

Rear Camera Connected Audio cue will play and green led will blink and device will
restart and then stable green LED will be showing on dashcam.

Rear Camera Removed Audio cue will play and then Red LED will blink for few
seconds and then stable Green LED will be showing on dashcam.

For Reboot. Red LED will Blink for few seconds later stable green led will
be showing on dashcam.

Software Upgrade Via SD Card. Stable Green LED will be showing on dashcam.

Software Upgrade Via OTA. Audio Cue Will play and device will restart, then stable
Green LED will be showing on dashcam.

Formating SD Card. Audio Cue will play No LED behaviour will be showing on Dashcam.

Device Factory reset. Audio Cue will play later Red LED will Blink Continuously.












